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T3 LITEBOX
ULTIMATE LIGHTBOX SOLUTION
The T3 Litebox is one of the most
diverse on the market due to it
variability in sizes and display
options.

tranported to the display venue
and being comapct in design it
can be packed into the back of the
small car or van.

Using the patented T3 twist lock,
no tools connector it is quick and
effortless to assemble. Taking
one individual under 45 minutes
to construct it is one of the most
time and cost effecient currently
available on the market.
The specially designed profiles
are perfect for fabric graphics and
can be cut to any length which
means that custom can become
standard.

By combining a Litebox with
T3 Affinity posts it allows for a
vareity of display options and
accessories to be utilised for your
display. The posts allow for touch
screen monitors, shelving and
brochure holders to be attached
makign the Litebox a fantastic
an all inclusive display feature to
have on a stand. The posts also
add extra strength and stability to
the Litebox.

Also being supplied in
freestanding annd single or
double sided it offers the ultimate
versatility in display options for
exhibitors of stand designers. The
T3 Litebox comes in a variety of
sizes ranging from 1 metre to 2
metres
There is also a specially designed
travel case that the Litebox profile
packs into. Featuring wheels that
allow for the case to be easily

Easy to transport

No tools required

Under 10 mins
build time

1 m or 2 m sizes

Packed into a single
travel case

Single person to
assemble

www.next-xpo.com

Features of the T3 Litebox solution
Side plates
1. Attaching a side plate to
your T3 Litebox allows it to
be a secure free-standing
display structure. These
plates are easy to attach and
compact to store.
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T3 Adaptor
2. By using our T3 Adaptor
you can combine your T3
Litebox with our T3 Affinity
posts. This allows you to
add a number of display
accessories and features to
your Litebox
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Graphic profile
3. We have developed
specially suited profiles for
our Litebox that accomodate
all fabric graphics. These
light weight and modular
profiles make the T3 Litebox
easy to transport and quick
to build.

Adding T3 Affinity
By combining your T3 Litebox with T3 Affinity posts makes your
Litebox an all round product display structure. The T3 Affinity posts
allow you to use all of the retro fit accessories as features on your
Litebox. These features include shelving, tablets holders and so much
more. The Affinity posts and feet also provide extra stability and
security to your Litebox.
For more details about the T3 Affinity addition contact a member of
staff or visit our website.
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